
 

 

[8:42:29 PM] Lewot: Let's see... 

[8:42:33 PM] Lewot: Loading quicksave... 

[8:43:40 PM] Lewot: You're on top of a wedding cake-shaped hill, standing in front of a giant 

round beehive. 

[8:43:56 PM] Lewot: There's a honeycomb-shaped door-like opening in the hive. 

[8:44:13 PM] Lewot: You can go in, or walk around the hive, or jump off the cliff. 

[8:44:34 PM] Jared: Jay examines around the outside of the hive 

[8:44:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: I examine the hive itself! 

[8:44:51 PM] Levity: Levan kinda floats around, seeming curious. 

[8:45:05 PM] Lewot: You note that the hive is expelling some exhaust. It starts to blow Levan 

backwards. 

[8:45:33 PM] Lewot: Jay walks around to the back of the hive and sees a jar of Honey Syrup 

lying on the ground. Well, on the hill. 

[8:46:07 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles grabs ahold of Levan to prevent her from floating too far 

away. 

[8:46:14 PM] Jared: Jay takes up the jay of Honey Syrup, "Hey anyone want this?" He would 

present it to the rest of the party. 

[8:47:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: (what does Honey Syrup do again?) 

[8:47:15 PM] Lewot: It restores 5 VP. 

[8:47:17 PM] Levity: "Aw, Miles, you're always looking out for me..." 

[8:47:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I could use some of that!" I say, going over to take up the Honey 

Syrup 

[8:47:45 PM] Levity: "Hey, hey! I'll take it if no one else--awww..." 

[8:47:46 PM] Cary Concoby: "I had a bunch of little sisters, I'm used to watching out for them." 

[8:48:06 PM] Levity: She sets herself back onto solid ground. "Well, let's go in, I say!" 

[8:48:18 PM] Lewot: If you want your stats, these are valid until you start changing them 

https://sites.google.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-2/player-characters 

[8:48:27 PM] Lewot: Erm, the Current sheets. 

[8:48:38 PM] Jared: Jay nods in agreement, handing the Honey Syrup over to Rammen. 

[8:49:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Ahhh, this should restore some of my Vigor (VP)!" I say, 

drinking the Honey Syrup. 

[8:49:35 PM] Lewot: Rammen gets 5 VP back. 

[8:49:44 PM] Lewot: Everybody heads into the hive? 

[8:50:38 PM] Cary Concoby: "Should we head inside, d'ya think?" 

[8:51:11 PM] Levity: "I think so! Onward! Ya ta ta ta!" 

[8:51:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Yes, let's explore this hive!" 

[8:51:35 PM] Jared: "Aye, let's check it out." 

[8:51:46 PM] Cary Concoby: "Alrighty, let's go!" Miles leads the group into the hive. 

[8:51:49 PM] Lewot: (Hold on a second...) 

[8:53:13 PM] Levity: o: 

[8:53:30 PM] Lewot: Alright 

[8:53:38 PM] Lewot: you walk through the opening into the hive 

[8:53:48 PM] Lewot: you're in a smallish room, rather than the entire round center 

[8:54:16 PM] Lewot: a doorway opens in the wall in front of you, and five of the bloated bees 

bounce out! 



 

 

[8:54:18 PM] Lewot: Battle time. 

[8:54:30 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pulls his goggles down over his eyes. 

[8:54:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Bring it on!" 

[8:54:48 PM] Jared: "I wonder if they ARE poisonous..." 

[8:54:53 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 12/15, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 15/15, VP 14/15, MP 2/5 

Levan~ HP 15/15, VP 10/15, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 11/15, VP 8/15, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Bee~ ??? 

Bee~ ??? 

Bee~ ??? 

Bee~ ??? 

Bee~ ??? 

[8:55:16 PM] Andrew Cornell: alright, Rammen uses the Bestiary he still has to identify one of 

the Bees 

[8:55:32 PM] Levity: Levan lances the first bee after Rammen uses the Bestiary. 

[8:56:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "This is an amusing creature called a Tumblebee." 

[8:57:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Its Vim is extraordinarily low - I could even take down one of 

these creatures with a normal attack!" 

[8:57:49 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Unfortunately, these creatures have a poisonous sting that does 3 

Poison damage and can Poison us for a little while!" 

[8:58:15 PM] Cary Concoby: "Well dang. Poison's the last thing we need." 

[8:58:22 PM] Levity: "Aaaaaaah!!" 

[8:58:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They're weak to the Soil, Water, and Wind elements, and they 

resist the Plant element. They're also immune to Poison-element attacks as well!" 

[8:58:41 PM] Levity: "Kill all of them, quick!" 

[8:58:42 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles rubs his heavily gloved hands together. 

[8:58:53 PM] Andrew Cornell: "1 HP, 3 VP, 0 MP" 

[8:58:57 PM] Lewot: Levan lances one of the bees, popping it like a balloon. 

[8:58:59 PM] Cary Concoby: "PK Dark Step!" Miles focuses his energy on Levan. 

[8:59:05 PM] Lewot: And with that, she gets a Weapon Level Up. 

[8:59:15 PM] Lewot: Miles uses PK Dark Step again. 

[8:59:37 PM] Jared: (I'm assuming my poison alignment makes me immune to poison, aye?) 

[8:59:45 PM] Cary Concoby: (No.) 

[8:59:53 PM] Lewot: The Affinity is just a personality thing. 

[8:59:59 PM] Jared: (Oh.) 

[9:00:08 PM] Lewot: You can choose elemental modifiers, but I think you didn't pick any. 

[9:00:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: (yeah, I had this come up on my own XD) 

[9:00:25 PM] Jared: (I probably didn't. XD) 

[9:00:42 PM] Levity: (Levan's extremely weak to poison lmao) 

[9:00:53 PM] Cary Concoby: (Miles is normally weak to Poison.) 

[9:01:23 PM] Cary Concoby: "Jay, what's taking you so long?" 



 

 

[9:01:46 PM] Jared: Jay attacks one of the Tumblebees with his sword. 

[9:01:54 PM] Lewot: Another one bites the dust. 

[9:02:03 PM] Lewot: Jay also receives a Weapon Level Up. 

[9:02:21 PM] Cary Concoby: (so do I receive one Weapon Level point for every arrow I fire, or 

just for every attack?) 

[9:02:32 PM] Lewot: Just for every attack. 

[9:02:44 PM] Cary Concoby: (thought so.) 

[9:03:10 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[9:03:24 PM] Lewot: let's see 

[9:04:01 PM] Lewot: one of the bees bounces up to Jay and stings him 

[9:04:06 PM] Lewot: for 2 damage 

[9:04:07 PM] Levity: D: 

[9:04:15 PM] Lewot: and he's Poisoned for 3 turns. 

[9:04:33 PM] Lewot: Another one goes after Rammen 

[9:04:42 PM] Lewot: same effect 

[9:05:00 PM] Levity: "Aaaaah!" 

[9:05:06 PM] Jared: "Ack, geez..." 

[9:05:16 PM] Lewot: The last one goes after Levan! 

[9:05:33 PM] Lewot: It hits! 

[9:05:42 PM] Lewot: Levan takes 7 damage! 

[9:05:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Curses!" 

[9:05:52 PM] Cary Concoby: "LEVAN!" 

[9:06:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Are you alright?" 

[9:06:16 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[9:06:28 PM] Lewot: Levan, Jay, and Rammen are hurt by Poisoning 

[9:06:40 PM] Levity: "Ugh, my entire body aches... I can barely move..." 

[9:06:43 PM | Edited 9:06:51 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles nocks an arrow, aims it at the bee that 

attacked Levan, and fires. 

[9:06:55 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 9/15, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 Poison (2 turns) 

Miles~ HP 15/15, VP 11/15, MP 2/5 

Levan~ HP 5/15, VP 10/15, MP 5/5, Dodgy (2 turns), Poison (2 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 8/15, VP 8/15, MP 5/5, Poison (2 turns) 

 

vs. 

 

Tumblebee~ HP 0/1, VP 3/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 0/1, VP 3/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 0/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 0/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 0/3 

[9:07:19 PM] Lewot: The arrow pops the Tumblebee. 

[9:07:32 PM] Lewot: Two bees left. 

[9:07:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen lashes out with his whip at one of the bees! 

[9:07:45 PM] Lewot: Rammen whips one bee to death. 

[9:07:51 PM | Edited 9:07:55 PM] Jared: Jay attacks the remaining Tumblebee with his sword. 



 

 

[9:08:01 PM] Lewot: It dies. 

[9:08:28 PM] Lewot: You all receive... 

[9:08:42 PM] Lewot: 15 XP 

[9:08:45 PM] Lewot: you all level up 

[9:08:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Wah ha ha!" 

[9:09:00 PM] Levity: >VP 

[9:09:01 PM] Lewot: however, you should note that Poison sticks around after battle. 

[9:09:01 PM] Cary Concoby: "Whoa, what a rush!" 

[9:09:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: >VP 

[9:09:10 PM] Cary Concoby: >MP 

[9:09:17 PM] Jared: "Oi... Poison kinda makes you feel achy." 

[9:09:19 PM] Jared: >HP 

[9:09:32 PM] Levity: Can Levan heal herself? I can't remember if I let that be allowable lol 

[9:09:37 PM] Levity: or you 

[9:09:51 PM] Lewot: I'm not sure we ever discussed it =P 

[9:10:16 PM] Lewot: Hold on, let me get the level ups first... 

[9:10:57 PM] Levity: Levan kinda falls over. 

[9:12:01 PM] Jared: Jay looks to Levan, offering his hand to help her up, "Are you gonna make it 

all right, Lev?" 

[9:12:59 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles looks on at his teammates, slightly worried at their sickly 

appearance. 

[9:13:03 PM] Levity: "Aaah, I'm sorry! Let's just keep going... uh, yeah!" 

[9:13:10 PM] Levity: "I'll be okay... yeah..." 

[9:13:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: I cough a little. "I never did like Poison much..." 

[9:13:58 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles looks around the small room. "There has to be some kind of 

antidote in here somewhere..." 

[9:14:03 PM] Levity: "I have the willpower of a thousand oxen..." 

[9:14:14 PM] Jared: "It's nasty stuff, but I'll live." 

[9:14:48 PM] Lewot: (Sorry, I'm trying to update stuff...) 

[9:16:00 PM] Lewot: Okay! 

[9:16:02 PM] Lewot: So. 

[9:16:09 PM] Levity: (I'm stocking up my NEopets shop lmao) 

[9:16:19 PM] Lewot: You won't be hurt by Poison again until you enter another battle 

[9:16:25 PM] Cary Concoby: (I'm watching these dudes play a Super Mario World drinking 

game.) 

[9:16:38 PM] Lewot: and the only direction to go seems to be through the doorway that the bees 

came from. 

[9:16:57 PM] Jared: (I'm watching a guy exploiting glitches to complete OoT in 30 minutes or 

so. o.o) 

[9:17:01 PM] Lewot: The walls are all yellow and hivey. 

[9:17:09 PM] Cary Concoby: (I saw that! It was pretty crazy.) 

[9:17:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: (lol, hivey XD) 

[9:17:21 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles checks the walls, looking for items. 

[9:17:31 PM] Levity: Levan checks as well, though disoriented. 

[9:17:40 PM] Lewot: There doesn't seem to be anything in this room. 



 

 

[9:18:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: I peer into the doorway from where the bees came from. 

[9:18:06 PM] Lewot: There's a ceiling, too, so you're not looking all the way to the top of the full 

structure. 

[9:18:17 PM] Jared: Jay leans against a wall momentarily, shaking his head a bit to clear his 

mind. "All right then, shall we press on?" 

[9:18:29 PM] Lewot: The next room is bigger, probably filling most of the space of the hive. But 

from here, it looks just as empty. 

[9:18:45 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles leads the way, bow at the ready. 

[9:19:06 PM] Lewot: Miles steps through the doorway, and his feet get stuck in honey that's 

spread along the floor. 

[9:19:43 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles looks down at his sticky feet, then tries to take another step, 

testing the viscosity of the honey. 

[9:20:04 PM] Jared: Jay enters behind Miles, catiously stopping before he stepped in the honey 

as well. 

[9:20:10 PM] Lewot: You manage to take another step, but then your other foot won't pull out. 

[9:20:20 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles exhales sharply. 

[9:20:22 PM] Lewot: Nothing seems to be ambushing you, though. 

[9:20:29 PM] Cary Concoby: "Welp. This is fantastic." 

[9:20:42 PM] Jared: "Well then..." 

[9:20:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: "What's going on?" I ask the others who entered. 

[9:20:57 PM] Cary Concoby: "There's honey all over the floor in here, I'm stuck." 

[9:21:09 PM] Jared: "Miles is in a bit of a sticky wicket." 

[9:21:17 PM] Cary Concoby: "I hate you so much right now, Jay." 

[9:21:25 PM] Levity: "Ohh..." 

[9:21:27 PM] Jared: Jay smirked. 

[9:21:27 PM] Andrew Cornell: I can't help but chuckle. 

[9:21:39 PM] Levity: "Guys, there are really wonderful patterns on the walls!" 

[9:21:51 PM] Levity: "It's like a mosaic!" 

[9:21:53 PM] Cary Concoby: "Beehives are like that." 

[9:22:05 PM] Jared: "Maybe we could use them to climb around the honey-laden floor?" 

[9:22:08 PM] Levity: "Hnnnnnngh." 

[9:22:09 PM] Lewot: You can see that there's another doorway across the honey floor. 

[9:22:11 PM] Cary Concoby: "Any ideas on how we're gonna get through this room? Or get me 

out of the honey?" 

[9:22:34 PM] Levity: Levan starts to sing. "Your hands, like honeey..." 

[9:22:46 PM] Jared: Jay reached out for Miles' hand, "Hold on, I can pull you out, I think." 

[9:22:56 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles extends his hand, reaching for Jay. 

[9:23:11 PM] Lewot: You lock hands. 

[9:23:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'll help for what it's worth," I say, grabbing onto Jay 

[9:23:27 PM] Jared: Jay grasps onto Miles' hands, pulling Miles towards him. 

[9:23:35 PM] Lewot: Jay pulls Miles out of the honey. 

[9:23:48 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles sighs. "Thanks for that." 

[9:23:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...huh" 

[9:24:02 PM] Jared: "Aye, it's no problem." 

[9:24:04 PM] Cary Concoby: He checks the bottom of his boots, noting that they were still a bit 



 

 

sticky. 

[9:24:08 PM] Cary Concoby: "Man... I love these boots..." 

[9:24:21 PM] Cary Concoby: "They're gonna be sticky forEVER." 

[9:24:30 PM] Lewot: It looks like the honey reaches the sides of the room. You can't walk 

around it. 

[9:24:31 PM] Levity: "I don't think so!" 

[9:24:39 PM] Levity: "Hmm..." 

[9:24:40 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hmm..." 

[9:24:49 PM] Jared: "We could wash 'em off in that lake later, perhaps." 

[9:24:55 PM] Levity: "No way to float across?" 

[9:24:57 PM] Lewot: Since it is honey, you could try eating some, but there's too much to eat it 

all. 

[9:25:14 PM] Cary Concoby: "Anyone running low on VP?" 

[9:25:28 PM] Levity: (So, can she heal herself?) 

[9:25:38 PM] Lewot: I guess so. 

[9:25:45 PM] Levity: Then she does that. 

[9:25:47 PM] Levity: And floats a little. 

[9:26:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Maybe we could use this honey to our advantage," I note, very 

lightly dipping some of my bandages into the honey 

[9:26:31 PM] Levity: "Does anyone have any empty jars, or containers?" 

[9:26:33 PM] Lewot: Levan uses her willpower to heal herself by 10 HP. 

[9:26:53 PM] Lewot: Her healing ability doesn't cure Poison, though. 

[9:26:56 PM] Levity: "Man, we could live off of this stuff for a while, almost." 

[9:26:59 PM] Jared: Jay scooped a pawful of honey up, pouring it into his maw. 

[9:27:14 PM] Lewot: Jay eats the honey, and it heals him from the Poison! 

[9:27:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "We'd only need so much, but perhaps if we can coat our hands 

and feet with this, we might be able to crawl along the walls," I note. 

[9:27:26 PM] Levity: Levan just gets down and licks off some of the honey from the floor. 

[9:27:40 PM] Lewot: Levan is cured of Poison as well! 

[9:27:52 PM] Levity: "Oooh, it's heavenly..." 

[9:27:52 PM] Jared: "Well then. That feels better." 

[9:28:02 PM] Levity: "Any way we can carry some of this back out with us?" 

[9:28:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: I take note of the others lapping the honey off the ground and ask, 

"How's it taste?" 

[9:28:28 PM] Cary Concoby: "My feet are fine. I guess if I stickied up my gloves a bit..." 

[9:28:56 PM] Lewot: (I'm not gonna let you take any out, since I don't have an actual item entry 

for it. The Status-curing item is Iced Tea.) 

[9:28:58 PM] Andrew Cornell: I extend my honey-soaked bandage to Miles. "Slather up!" 

[9:29:25 PM] Lewot: You didn't eat any, though, Rammen? 

[9:29:32 PM] Andrew Cornell: (not yet) 

[9:29:36 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles lightly spreads the honey onto the palms of his gloves. 

[9:29:43 PM] Jared: "Maybe I have enough strength to get through this mess of honey?" 

[9:29:54 PM] Lewot: You can try anything. 

[9:30:23 PM] Levity: Levan blinks, rubbing honey onto her hands. 

[9:30:32 PM] Jared: Jay would attempt placing his foot down on the edge of the honey, then 



 

 

pulling it back up. 

[9:30:49 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles walks over to the wall and tentatively places his sticky 

gloves on it. 

[9:30:50 PM] Lewot: Jay manages to pull his foot out, this time. 

[9:31:01 PM] Lewot: Miles' glove sticks to the wall. 

[9:31:12 PM] Levity: Levan puts her hand onto the honey, then tries to take it out. 

[9:31:15 PM] Levity: She's still on the floor. 

[9:31:16 PM] Jared: "Ugh, this'll ruin my fur for a bit... Think I should give this a try, guys?" 

[9:31:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: With great caution, I take some honey off the floor and try it out. 

[9:31:30 PM] Lewot: Levan pulls her hand out safely. 

[9:31:36 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles jumps up and sticks the bottom of his boots firmly against 

the wall 

[9:31:44 PM] Lewot: Rammen tries the honey, and is healed of Poison. 

[9:31:47 PM] Levity: Levan stands up a little and sets her foot in this time. 

[9:31:58 PM] Lewot: Spider-Miles sticks to the wall. 

[9:32:07 PM] Lewot: Levan steps in the honey. 

[9:32:09 PM] Andrew Cornell: (ol, Spider-Miles XD) 

[9:32:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Mmm, that's invigorating stuff!" 

[9:32:23 PM] Cary Concoby: Using his Hand-Eye of 7, Miles climbs along the wall until he gets 

to the other side of the honeypit 

[9:32:37 PM] Lewot: Miles lands on the opposite side. 

[9:33:16 PM] Levity: Levan attempts to get onto all floors and walk across it lightly. 

[9:33:30 PM] Andrew Cornell: I gently dabble in the honey to get my hands and feet sticky 

enough to climb the walls 

[9:34:01 PM] Lewot: Levan slowly moves through the honey. She seems to be making it across! 

[9:34:17 PM | Edited 9:34:27 PM] Jared: Jay would follow what Levan was doing, rather relying 

on his strength than weight. 

[9:34:32 PM] Levity: She continues to move as carefully as she can. 

[9:34:36 PM] Levity: And as lightly. 

[9:34:49 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles looks down at his still-sticky gloves. "Aww, man..." 

[9:35:00 PM] Lewot: Jay charges into the honey, making it about halfway... but his Strength is 5, 

and his Weight is 6! He gets stuck. 

[9:35:05 PM] Cary Concoby: He attempts to wipe off the excess honey on the wall. 

[9:35:17 PM] Lewot: Rammen is climbing the wall. 

[9:35:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: I begin to climb the walls with my honey-coated limbs! 

[9:35:36 PM] Cary Concoby: (Spider-Rammen?) 

[9:35:42 PM] Jared: "Ah, damn... You guys go on ahead for now, I'll figure something out." 

[9:35:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: (Spider-Rammen XD) 

[9:36:00 PM] Lewot: Spider-Rammen stickifies himself across the wall. 

[9:36:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "You look stuck, Jay. You sure you'll be alright?" 

[9:36:11 PM] Jared: "For now I will be." 

[9:36:23 PM] Lewot: Levan is crawling through the honey, approaching Jay. 

[9:36:36 PM] Levity: "Eeeee~" 

[9:36:39 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles shouts to Levan. "Lev! See if you can lift him out of it!" 

[9:36:58 PM] Jared: "Oh! That would be rather nice, actually." 



 

 

[9:37:08 PM] Cary Concoby: (With a Strength of 5 and a Weight of 1, he'd be able to make it 

across easily.) 

[9:39:14 PM] Levity: Levan tries it. 

[9:39:16 PM] Andrew Cornell: I climv across the walls to where Miles is on the other side of the 

honey pit 

[9:39:18 PM] Lewot: Rammen reaches the other side. 

[9:39:26 PM] Lewot: Levan grabs onto Jay 

[9:39:42 PM] Levity: Levan uses her ability! 

[9:40:08 PM] Lewot: Jay is lifted, and pulls his feet out of the honey. 

[9:40:22 PM] Jared: Jay would head for the other side along with Levan. "Thanks, Lev!" 

[9:40:24 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pumps his fist into the air. "Yes!" 

[9:40:36 PM] Lewot: You all cross the honeypit. 

[9:40:43 PM] Levity: "Sí." 

[9:40:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Glad to see we're all together!" 

[9:40:48 PM] Lewot: You're sticky, but cured of Poison. 

[9:41:12 PM] Jared: "Well then, I suppose that makes two I owe Levan." 

[9:42:00 PM] Lewot: Once again, you don't really see anything around but the next doorway 

comb. 

[9:42:04 PM] Levity: "Hahah, I'll do anything to help us progress! You don't neeeeed tooooo owe 

me--anything." She licks her hand a bit, her verbal tick displaying itself a bit. 

[9:42:16 PM] Levity: "Go forth?" 

[9:42:42 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pulls his goggles back up off his eyes and pulls his bow out 

of its sling on his back. 

[9:42:48 PM] Cary Concoby: "Let's go." 

[9:42:56 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Onward then!" 

[9:43:06 PM] Jared: Jay lapped at the honey on his paws, the fur covering his front was a bit 

covered in honey. "Yeah, I'm getting tired of this hive. Let's move on." 

[9:43:26 PM] Lewot: You head through the doorway. 

[9:43:53 PM] Lewot: The next room is small like the first one, and only seems to contain a 

stairway. It appears to lead up to a higher floor of the hive. 

[9:44:01 PM] Lewot: It's made of hivey stuff as well. 

[9:44:21 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles quietly ascends the staircase, so as not to disturb any 

Tumblebees that might be on the next floor. 

[9:44:53 PM] Lewot: Miles reaches the top of the stairs, only to find himself in yet another small, 

empty room. There's another comby doorway. 

[9:45:03 PM] Jared: Jay follows Miles as well. 

[9:45:14 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles briefly checks around the room, looking for items or clues. 

[9:45:30 PM] Andrew Cornell: I follow the others as well! 

[9:45:33 PM] Lewot: In one of the wall combs, Miles finds a Honey Shroom. 

[9:45:35 PM] Jared: Jay peeks in the doorway. 

[9:45:47 PM] Levity: Levan is searching around as she walks. 

[9:45:48 PM] Cary Concoby: "Sweet!" Miles puts the Honey Shroom in his bag. 

[9:46:11 PM] Lewot: Oddly enough, in one of the combs composing the stairs, Levan finds 

another batch of Dried Pasta. 

[9:47:01 PM] Lewot: Jay looks through the doorway, and sees that the next room is big like the 



 

 

honey room. It doesn't appear to have honey on the floor, but there is a large rock sitting in the 

middle. 

[9:47:26 PM] Lewot: The rock has carvings on it that make it look like a Tumblebee, kinda like 

the Chomp Rocks in Yoshi's Island. 

[9:47:38 PM] Levity: "Yes! Noodles!" 

[9:48:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look in the next room along with Jay 

[9:48:01 PM] Levity: Levan continues to search about, following the others intently. 

[9:48:12 PM] Jared: "Hmm..." Jay slowly enters the large room, looking around for anything else 

of interest. 

[9:48:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: I examine the large Tumblebee Rock 

[9:48:48 PM] Lewot: The party's searching reveals three different pads on the ground, similar to 

the pad that raised you up to the hive outside. 

[9:49:04 PM] Levity: Levan yawns. 

[9:49:05 PM] Lewot: The Tumblebee Rock just seems to be a Tumblebee Rock. 

[9:49:08 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles stands on one of the pads. 

[9:49:14 PM] Levity: Levan touches the rock. 

[9:49:21 PM] Jared: Jay would stand on another pad. 

[9:49:26 PM] Lewot: From where you entered, do you stand on the pad to the right, left, or 

forward? 

[9:49:27 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hmm, I wonder why we haven't run into any more of those 

Tumblebees..." 

[9:49:36 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles stands on the pad to the left. 

[9:49:46 PM] Lewot: The pads are next to the middle of each wall. 

[9:49:52 PM] Levity: "Don't sssssay that!" 

[9:49:54 PM] Jared: Jay stands on the forward pad. 

[9:50:04 PM] Lewot: The pads sink down as you step on them, but nothing happens. Miles' pad 

sinks down the most. 

[9:50:05 PM] Levity: "NO DIGAS ESO POR FAVO--Aaaaaaah" 

[9:50:21 PM] Levity: (brb, I need to bathroom.) 

[9:50:28 PM] Lewot: Okay, game paused. 

[9:51:11 PM] Cary Concoby: I'm curious to see where you go with these pads and things. 

[9:51:34 PM] Lewot: So like, yeah, the room is large and square, and each pad is on the ground 

in front of one of the four walls, excluding the wall with the doorway from whence you came. 

[9:51:41 PM] Lewot: The rock is in the middle. 

[9:51:55 PM] Lewot: But we're paused for Levitita. <3 

[9:52:14 PM] Cary Concoby: so one of the pads is on the opposite side of the room as we 

entered, on the far side of the Tumblebee Rock? 

[9:52:20 PM] Lewot: Yes. 

[9:52:28 PM] Cary Concoby: alright, that's what I thought. 

[9:52:34 PM] Lewot: Jay is on it, but despite his greater weight, it didn't sink as much as the one 

Miles is on. 

[9:52:48 PM] Jared: Interesting development. 

[9:52:56 PM] Cary Concoby: A weight puzzle, perhaps? 

[9:53:24 PM] Andrew Cornell: hmmmmm 

[9:53:26 PM] Levity: (back!) 



 

 

[9:53:38 PM] Jared: (Welcome back!) 

[9:53:43 PM] Andrew Cornell: (allo!) 

[9:53:53 PM] Cary Concoby: (Bienvenidos!) 

[9:53:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: I go and stand on the remaining panel 

[9:54:18 PM] Lewot: Rammen only weighs 2, so the remaining pad doesn't sink much. 

[9:54:34 PM] Levity: (eeee español) 

[9:54:49 PM] Levity: Levan kinda stares at them. 

[9:54:58 PM] Levity: "Do we have to make them all sink the same?" 

[9:55:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hmmm..." 

[9:55:14 PM] Lewot: Somebody is current on each pad. 

[9:55:56 PM] Jared: "Maybe the heaviest has to stand on the one that sinks least, the lightest on 

the pad that sinks most, etc?" 

[9:56:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Maybe, unless we need the same weight on each pad..." 

[9:56:31 PM] Cary Concoby: "Rammen! Switch pads with me!" 

[9:56:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Worth a shot!" 

[9:56:45 PM] Andrew Cornell: I switch with Miles 

[9:56:51 PM] Lewot: You two switch pads, but nothing really happens. 

[9:57:10 PM] Cary Concoby: "Levan, go stand over on the pad with Jay!" 

[9:57:18 PM] Levity: She does so." 

[9:57:23 PM] Levity: -" 

[9:57:26 PM] Cary Concoby: Does the left pad still sink down with Rammen on it, and does the 

right pad sink with Miles on it? 

[9:57:45 PM] Lewot: All the pads sink a little bit, but not much. 

[9:58:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hmmm..." 

[9:58:06 PM] Lewot: Jay's pad sinks ever so slightly more when Levan steps on. 

[9:58:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Perhaps we should try moving this Tumblebee Rock onto one of 

the pads," I note. 

[9:58:48 PM] Lewot: Anybody can try pushing the rock. 

[9:58:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: I go over and attempt to push the rock 

[9:58:59 PM] Lewot: In fact, you can all push it at once. 

[9:59:13 PM] Jared: Jay goes to help Rammen push the rock. 

[9:59:15 PM] Lewot: Which direction do you try to push it? 

[9:59:20 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles helps Jay and Rammen push the Tumblebee Rock towards 

the right pad. 

[9:59:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: back towards my pad 

[9:59:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: or the right pad 

[9:59:33 PM] Cary Concoby: (We know that I can hold down the left pad by myself) 

[9:59:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I suppose) 

[9:59:56 PM] Lewot: Well, I never technically said that. 

[10:00:06 PM] Lewot: But you push toward the right? 

[10:00:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: yes, we push to the right 

[10:00:23 PM] Levity: Levan helps push. 

[10:00:51 PM] Lewot: With everyone pushing, the rock rolls. You push it onto the pad to the 

right. 

[10:01:01 PM] Lewot: The pad sinks down a lot, but still nothing happens. 



 

 

[10:01:09 PM] Cary Concoby: "Alright, let's try this." 

[10:01:09 PM] Lewot: There's still room for you to stand on the pad with the rock. 

[10:01:26 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles steps onto the pad next to the rock. 

[10:01:33 PM] Levity: Levan tries to climb on top of the rock. 

[10:02:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Right, Levan and Jay go stand on the pad you were on, and 

Miles and I will stand on the remaining pad." 

[10:02:06 PM] Lewot: Levan floats up to the top of the rock. With her and Miles' weight, the pad 

sinks more, but still nothing happens. 

[10:02:19 PM] Jared: Jay stands upon the only remaining pad. 

[10:02:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I think equal weight should work out) 

[10:02:52 PM] Lewot: Wait, there should be two remaining. 

[10:03:01 PM] Lewot: Levan and Miles are both on the same pad as the rock. 

[10:03:14 PM] Cary Concoby: Are there any doorways in this room, open or closed, besides the 

one we came through? 

[10:03:24 PM] Jared: Oh, that's what he meant by the pad next to the rock. 

[10:03:30 PM] Lewot: There don't currently appear to be any doorways. 

[10:03:37 PM] Lewot: Other than the one you came in. 

[10:03:57 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles steps off the pad and moves over to the forward pad. 

[10:04:08 PM] Cary Concoby: "Jay, you come and step on this one with me. Levan, Rammen, go 

over to the other pad." 

[10:04:31 PM] Jared: Jay goes and stands on the forward pad with Miles. 

[10:04:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I don't think that will work, but if you insist..." 

[10:04:40 PM] Cary Concoby: (four on the left, nine on the forward, and the weight of the rock 

on the right.) 

[10:04:48 PM] Cary Concoby: (We'll learn something.) 

[10:04:59 PM] Andrew Cornell: I go and stand on the other pad. 

[10:05:03 PM] Lewot: Is Levan obeying too? 

[10:05:39 PM] Levity: yes, 

[10:05:42 PM] Levity: . 

[10:06:03 PM] Lewot: You get on the aforementioned pads. They sink a bit, but still nothing 

happens! 

[10:06:17 PM] Cary Concoby: "Alright, what the hell?" 

[10:06:24 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Miles, switch with Levan!" 

[10:06:42 PM] Lewot: The left pad with Levan and Rammen and the right pad with the rock 

seem to be equally sunk down, whereas the front pad is less sunk. 

[10:06:49 PM] Levity: Levan runs off to switch. 

[10:06:52 PM] Lewot: Well, almsot equally. 

[10:07:05 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles steps off the forward pad. 

[10:07:14 PM] Lewot: Levan and Miles switch, but it seems to have roughly the same effect. 

[10:07:16 PM] Cary Concoby: "Hang on, you guys. Let's try moving the rock over to this pad." 

[10:07:23 PM] Cary Concoby: He points towards the forward pad. 

[10:07:35 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hmm, that could work..." 

[10:07:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: I go and help move the rock to the forward pad. 

[10:07:52 PM] Jared: Jay would begin pushing the rock towards teh forward pad. 

[10:07:55 PM] Cary Concoby: (We have to have JUST the right configuration for this, I bet.) 



 

 

[10:08:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: (of course we do XD) 

[10:08:22 PM] Lewot: Jay and Rammen are pushing against the rock, but they can't move it by 

themselves. 

[10:08:29 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles helps the other two push the rock. 

[10:08:49 PM] Lewot: Miles goes over, but still, the three of you can't quite manage to roll it! 

[10:08:53 PM] Lewot: However, 

[10:08:58 PM] Cary Concoby: "Jesus, how heavy IS this thing?" 

[10:09:05 PM] Lewot: when you're all standing on the right pad along with the rock... 

[10:09:12 PM] Lewot: It sinks down and clicks! 

[10:09:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hopefully enough!" 

[10:09:12 PM] Levity: (sorry, got distracted for a minute0 

[10:09:19 PM] Cary Concoby: "Whoa, wait." 

[10:09:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hold on there.." 

[10:09:24 PM] Jared: "Huh?" 

[10:09:25 PM] Levity: "Ohhh... huh?" 

[10:09:30 PM] Lewot: The right wall wiggles, then opens up a doorway from the bottom. 

[10:09:43 PM] Cary Concoby: "Haha! Hey, look at that!" 

[10:09:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "How about that!" 

[10:09:56 PM] Jared: "Well then, that fixes our problem." 

[10:09:59 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles steps off the pad and heads for the doorway. 

[10:10:15 PM] Jared: Jay follows his compatriot Miles. 

[10:10:30 PM] Andrew Cornell: I follow suit by following them. 

[10:10:44 PM] Lewot: Through the doorway is another small room. Inside, you find four green 

mushrooms... and another Tumblebee Rock. 

[10:10:53 PM] Lewot: There are no more doorways in this room. 

[10:11:11 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles takes one of the green mushrooms for himself, and passes 

the rest to his teammates. 

[10:11:22 PM] Lewot: They're 1-Up Mushrooms. 

[10:11:26 PM] Jared: Jay examines one of the mushrooms, taking it for himself. 

[10:11:31 PM] Cary Concoby: "These could be useful." 

[10:11:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: I accept one of the green mushrooms and note the Tumblebee 

Rock 

[10:11:55 PM] Cary Concoby: "We can probably use this other rock here to hold down another 

switch." 

[10:12:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "That's just what I was thinking!" 

[10:12:08 PM] Jared: "Forward switch or left, then?" 

[10:12:14 PM] Levity: Oh, did Levan take a mushroom yet? 

[10:12:22 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles passes one of the mushrooms to Levan. 

[10:12:51 PM] Lewot: 1-Up Mushrooms can be used to revive a fallen ally in battle. 

[10:13:04 PM] Cary Concoby: "Let's try the left switch first." 

[10:13:10 PM] Lewot: They revive to 10 HP. 

[10:13:11 PM] Lewot: Anyway. 

[10:13:16 PM] Cary Concoby: (Good to know.) 

[10:13:46 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles starts trying to push the Tumblebee Rock out the doorway 

and over to the left pad. 



 

 

[10:13:46 PM] Levity: Levan is spacing out a littlem staring at the wall. 

[10:13:50 PM] Jared: Jay would help push this rock towards the left switch. 

[10:14:03 PM] Levity: She suddenly helps push. 

[10:14:23 PM] Lewot: The three of you start rolling the rock. 

[10:14:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: I move out of the way of the others pushing the rock 

[10:14:53 PM] Lewot: You roll it out the doorway, around the first rock (Rammen joins the 

effort), and toward the left switch. 

[10:15:20 PM] Lewot: As the rock is pushed onto the left switch (or pad), another doorway opens 

up in the left wall. 

[10:15:35 PM] Lewot: A voice comes from the doorway. "Eh?" 

[10:15:38 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles prepares his bow. 

[10:15:40 PM] Levity: "Aaah!" 

[10:15:46 PM] Jared: "Hello?" 

[10:15:51 PM] Lewot: Five robed figures run out of the doorway. 

[10:15:54 PM] Levity: "HEY, SOMEONE'S IN THE DOOOOR" 

[10:15:58 PM] Levity: "... oh" 

[10:16:06 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Good lord!" 

[10:16:08 PM] Lewot: They look like... mages. 

[10:16:13 PM] Lewot: They regard you curiously. 

[10:16:22 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles lowers his bow. "Who are you?" 

[10:16:36 PM] Jared: "Um... Greetings." Jay looks just as curious as them. 

[10:17:11 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Huh... did you... open that doorway?" 

[10:17:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: "We did." 

[10:17:41 PM] Lewot: Wind Mage "But..." He looks at Jay and Rammen. "You guys are 

monsters." 

[10:17:52 PM] Cary Concoby: "Hey! That's offensive." 

[10:17:53 PM] Levity: "Fire..." 

[10:18:05 PM] Jared: Jay looked a tad annoyed, "Yeah? What of it?" 

[10:18:07 PM] Levity: Levan stares at the Fire Mage. 

[10:18:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: Anime downer moment~ "I'm not a monster..." 

[10:18:46 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "You guys are working with them, then? Did you capture them 

or something?" 

[10:19:04 PM] Cary Concoby: "They're perfectly capable of thinking and acting for themselves. 

They're our friends." 

[10:19:38 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Heheh... monsters, friends? You guys hear that?" 

[10:19:50 PM] Levity: "I don't think I'm exactly someone that can be considered fully human." 

[10:20:14 PM] Jared: Jay growled under his breath, a bit more irritated at the mage's remarks. 

[10:20:39 PM] Cary Concoby: "You never answered our question. Who are YOU, that you think 

you can judge these guys so harshly?" 

[10:21:10 PM] Lewot: Thunder Mage "Well, we were hunting monsters... After all, they were 

attacking the town." 

[10:21:50 PM] Cary Concoby: "We know. These two were at the warriors convention." 

[10:22:32 PM] Levity: "Unnnhh..." 

[10:22:34 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Heheheh... Monsters at the monster-hunting convention..." 

[10:22:48 PM] Levity: "I get fidgety around fire." She starts jumping around. 



 

 

[10:22:52 PM] Andrew Cornell: I then realize there may be something I can do to work these 

mages a little. 

[10:23:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: I subtly use my field ability to manipulate their minds into 

tolerating the monsters in the party. 

[10:23:18 PM] Jared: Jay looked as if he wished to say something, but held his tongue. 

[10:23:38 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Well... Monsters they may be, but these guys did save us, and 

they aren't attacking." 

[10:24:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Perhaps you can overlook our monstrous forms in the interest 

of saving the town." 

[10:24:33 PM] Lewot: Wind Mage "There was certainly a 100-year period where no monsters 

attacked. Maybe the ones attacking now are being controlled, or following orderes." 

[10:24:58 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pondered that for a minute. It made sense... why else would 

the attacks have just started up again? 

[10:25:18 PM] Levity: Levan seems entranced. 

[10:25:26 PM] Levity: She approaches forward. 

[10:25:42 PM] Levity: "I want to see fire." 

[10:25:50 PM] Lewot: (In addition to these four, there's a Cleric behind them.) 

[10:25:58 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Uh... oh?" 

[10:26:17 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Is that a challenge?" 

[10:26:29 PM] Lewot: Thunder Mage "Oh, shut it, you..." 

[10:26:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Please tell us what happened that you ended up trapped behind 

the wall." 

[10:26:49 PM] Levity: "No, I'm not challenging..." 

[10:27:07 PM] Levity: "Unless you want me to!" 

[10:27:27 PM] Levity: "But I can't be whatever you want me to be unless you know my name." 

[10:27:33 PM] Levity: She steps back. 

[10:27:54 PM] Levity: "So why are you guys in here?" She echoes Rammen's quesrion. 

[10:27:55 PM] Cary Concoby: "I don't think there needs to be any challenges here. We're all on 

the same side, right?" 

[10:28:19 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Fair enough. I suppose you're exploring the hive as well, 

hunting for... bad monsters?" 

[10:28:56 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Certainly." 

[10:28:58 PM] Lewot: Wind Mage "We came in to do that, as the bees have been seen attacking. 

When we entered that room there, some bees came in the main room, and did something to close 

the doorway and lock us in." 

[10:29:12 PM] Cary Concoby: "You know..." 

[10:29:26 PM] Cary Concoby: "I WAS wondering why we haven't seen very many bees since we 

came in. I guess you guys took most of them down?" 

[10:29:53 PM] Lewot: Thunder Mage "We fought some, yeah. Don't know how many there are." 

[10:30:38 PM] Levity: "You know, I have a feeling that there are more..." 

[10:30:53 PM] Levity: "Well, isn't there probably a queen bee or somesuch, too?" 

[10:31:00 PM] Levity: "Have you seen any sign of one?" 

[10:31:23 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Heheh... nope, haven't seen one..." 

[10:31:37 PM] Lewot: Wind Mage "These bees are new to the area, so we're not sure what the 

queen looks like." 



 

 

[10:32:13 PM] Levity: "... I don't want to know what the poison is like." 

[10:32:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: "You seem to be rather knowledgeable in monster-hunting. 

Perhaps you know of an item or special power that can be taught to help us in our fight against 

the bees." 

[10:33:46 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Actually, to tell the truth, we're pretty novice adventurers 

ourselves. But we should thank you for saving us..." 

[10:34:06 PM] Jared: Jay remained quiet, but was still paying attention to the conversation. 

[10:34:15 PM] Levity: Levan stares at the Shaman a bit. 

[10:34:31 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles gasped, pointing at the Wind Mage. "NOW I recognize 

you! Teacher Al-Hazrid!" 

[10:34:37 PM] Cary Concoby: "From the Academy!" 

[10:34:44 PM] Lewot: Wind Mage "Ah... yes." 

[10:35:01 PM] Levity: Levan seems to believe that the Shaman knows more than it might look. 

[10:35:39 PM] Cary Concoby: "I took your class on summoning whirlwinds about a month ago." 

[10:35:58 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "Yes... Miles, isn't it? I remember." 

[10:36:14 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles beamed, proud that his old teacher recognized him. 

[10:36:27 PM] Lewot: The Shaman glances at Levan shiftily. 

[10:37:08 PM] Jared: Jay takes note of the odd shaman, silently keeping an eye on him. 

[10:37:48 PM] Levity: Levan continues to study him. 

[10:38:00 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "Funny running into a student, much less being saved by him." 

[10:38:10 PM] Levity: She attempts to try and examine his behavior. 

[10:38:25 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Can I help you, missy?" 

[10:38:39 PM] Cary Concoby: "Think of it from MY point of view! I never thought I'd be 

rescuing YOU!" 

[10:38:44 PM] Jared: "Somewhat ironic, too." Jay chimed in to what Al-Hazrid said. 

[10:38:49 PM] Cary Concoby: "Hey, uh, what was in there, anyway?" 

[10:39:10 PM] Lewot: Thunder Mage "That room? Just another of those rocks." 

[10:39:46 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Heheh..." 

[10:40:01 PM] Levity: Levan does not respond. 

[10:40:30 PM] Jared: "Well then, how about we push... it..." Jay trails off a bit, thinking. 

[10:41:11 PM] Jared: "How would you fellows mind helping us moving the rock to its place, 

then?" 

[10:41:48 PM] Levity: Levan taps Miles's shoulder. 

[10:41:54 PM] Cary Concoby: "Hmm?" 

[10:42:09 PM] Levity: She slips behind him, floating a little. 

[10:42:23 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "We owe you that much, at least. To tell the truth, though, 

we're a bit exhausted. Our Cleric here has used up her healing power." 

[10:42:23 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles takes a couple steps back, following Levan. "What is it?" 

[10:42:52 PM] Lewot: Shaman "That girl seems to fear me... heheh..." 

[10:43:23 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Well, who wouldn't?" 

[10:43:31 PM] Levity: "Oh, I don't fear you.' 

[10:43:47 PM] Levity: "I can't be what you say, so..." 

[10:44:19 PM] Cary Concoby: "We seem to be doing fine, I think we can take the rest of the 

hive." 

[10:45:44 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "Actually, I just thought..." 



 

 

[10:45:51 PM] Lewot: He beckons the Cleric forward. 

[10:46:46 PM] Levity: "A--areyou sure, Miles?" 

[10:46:57 PM] Levity: She thinks on the poison and almost throws up. 

[10:47:08 PM | Edited 10:47:29 PM] Cary Concoby: "We'll be fine, I promise. There's more of 

that honey downstairs if we get poisoned, remember?" 

[10:47:12 PM] Lewot: Fire Mage "Are you... okay?" 

[10:47:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "She doesn't handle the Poison element too well..." 

[10:47:57 PM] Cary Concoby: "Nor do I, when it comes to it," 

[10:48:07 PM] Levity: She starts shaking. 

[10:48:14 PM] Levity: "Oh!" 

[10:49:01 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "We were actually meant to meet up with another party, and 

Melody here was carrying some extra weaponry for them. Could any of you do with a stronger 

weapon?" 

[10:49:24 PM] Levity: "Oh, me!" 

[10:49:32 PM] Levity: "Depends on how much stronger, though." 

[10:49:34 PM] Jared: "What kind of weapon?" 

[10:49:45 PM] Levity: Levan jumps up, eager. 

[10:49:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'm sure we could all do with a stronger weapon of some kind." 

[10:50:31 PM] Lewot: Meody "Well... as for lances... I actually have this..." 

[10:50:37 PM] Lewot: She takes out a red lance. 

[10:50:47 PM] Lewot: Melody "It's called a Flame Lance." 

[10:50:56 PM] Cary Concoby: (Right up Levan's alley. =P) 

[10:51:00 PM] Levity: Levan gets so excited that she almost falls over. 

[10:51:20 PM] Jared: "Do you maybe have anything in the way of swords?" 

[10:51:27 PM] Cary Concoby: "What about Bows or Whips?" 

[10:51:32 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "You should be aware, though, that a Flame Lance draws from 

the user's magical power instead of physical strength." 

[10:51:42 PM] Cary Concoby: (Not that either of us can handle one anyway) 

[10:51:56 PM] Lewot: Melody "Um, sorry... our partners didn't use any bows or whips. I do have 

a Steel Sword, though..." 

[10:52:19 PM] Levity: "It's okay! I've always wanted to train in the way of magic. No, I can have 

a knack for it if the others around me want it." 

[10:52:24 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles shrugged. "Worth a shot." 

[10:52:54 PM] Jared: "That would be helpful. Thanks, then." Jay would take the Steel Sword and 

equip it. 

[10:53:30 PM] Levity: Can Levan take the Flame Lance without equipping it? 

[10:53:34 PM] Lewot: Yes. 

[10:53:50 PM] Levity: Okay, she does that. 

[10:54:04 PM] Lewot: Levan now has the Iron Lance, the Lantern, and the Flame Lance. 

[10:55:04 PM] Lewot: Al-Hazrid "Glad we were able to be of some help, then. Now, I suppose 

we could help you move that rock before we head back toward town..." 

[10:55:23 PM] Lewot: Shaman "Heheh... actually, you guys... under that other rock... I found 

this." 

[10:55:32 PM] Lewot: He takes out a bag of powder. 

[10:55:39 PM] Lewot: It's labeled Warp Powder. 



 

 

[10:55:47 PM] Lewot: He throws it on the ground, and all the mages disappear. 

[10:56:14 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles blinks. 

[10:56:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: "....huh" 

[10:56:22 PM] Lewot: Instead of a puff of smoke, it flashes the Prince symbol at you. 

[10:56:33 PM] Jared: "Well then... At least got some new weapons. Are all mages like this?" 

[10:56:41 PM] Andrew Cornell: "That symbol seems...familiar..." 

[10:56:54 PM] Levity: "I sensed something strange from him..." 

[10:56:55 PM] Cary Concoby: "Teacher Al-Hazrid was always a bit odd..." 

[10:57:12 PM] Cary Concoby: "I guess they're mostly all that odd." 

[10:57:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: "You wouldn't happen to know if your teacher visited the old 

tavern we were at back in town, would you?" 

[10:57:34 PM] Lewot: (Warp Powder is what the Black Knight uses in FE9 and 10, but it makes 

some other symbol.) 

[10:58:02 PM] Cary Concoby: "It's possible, if he was at the convention." 

[10:58:10 PM] Cary Concoby: "But let's move that rock over to the other pad, huh?" 

[10:58:27 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Indeed, we should take care of that." 

[10:58:47 PM] Lewot: Alright, you all push the rock? 

[10:58:56 PM] Cary Concoby: Yes we do. 

[10:59:01 PM] Jared: Indeed. 

[10:59:03 PM] Lewot: Okay 

[10:59:10 PM] Lewot: you push the rock onto the last pad 

[10:59:20 PM] Lewot: the pad sinks down somewhat, but doesn't click. 

[10:59:38 PM] Jared: "Everyone wanna stand on it again?" 

[10:59:45 PM] Cary Concoby: "We'll see if it works." 

[10:59:48 PM] Jared: Jay stand on the pad next to the rock. 

[10:59:56 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles sits on top of the rock. 

[11:00:03 PM] Levity: Levan climbs onto the rock again. 

[11:00:07 PM] Andrew Cornell: I join the others on the rock. 

[11:00:08 PM] Levity: With Miles. 

[11:00:11 PM] Levity: And Rammen! 

[11:00:23 PM] Jared: And Jay is all alone. Sadface. 

[11:00:32 PM] Lewot: Everybody gets on the pad with the rock... it sinks down more... but it still 

doesn't click! 

[11:00:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: (awwwwwwwww, Jay :P) 

[11:00:40 PM] Cary Concoby: "Hmm." 

[11:00:46 PM] Cary Concoby: "Let's move one of the other rocks onto this pad." 

[11:00:57 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles rushes over to the rock on the left pad and starts pushing it 

over. 

[11:01:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: "You think they'll both fit?" I ask as I assist. 

[11:01:09 PM] Jared: Jay would go to push the rock with Miles. 

[11:01:34 PM] Lewot: As we saw before, the three of you can't quite push the rock without 

Levan =P 

[11:02:16 PM] Cary Concoby: "Uhh, Lev? Little help?" Miles says, a bit strained. 

[11:03:11 PM] Cary Concoby: (I think her internet cut out) 

[11:03:17 PM | Edited 11:03:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: (oh nooooooooo D: ) 



 

 

[11:04:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: (Levvi-back?) 

[11:04:58 PM] Levity: (my internet died) 

[11:05:01 PM] Levity: (aaah) 

[11:05:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: (we're all pushing a rock :3) 

[11:06:08 PM] Levity: Levan helps to push. 

[11:06:38 PM] Levity: "Sorry, guys! A wind knocked out my connection." She grins, saying this 

completely seriously. 

[11:06:43 PM] Lewot: You all push the rock from the left pad onto the front pad. 

[11:06:54 PM] Lewot: It sinks more, but still no click. 

[11:07:01 PM] Cary Concoby: "Let's try all three rocks!" 

[11:07:12 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles rushes over to the rock on the right pad, a bit winded from 

all this pushing. 

[11:07:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Good grief, this pad is rough." 

[11:07:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: I go over and help again with moving the rocks. 

[11:07:41 PM] Jared: Jay chuckles, going over to help push the last rock onto the pad. 

[11:07:44 PM] Lewot: Alright, I'll assume you all move the third rock onto the same pad. 

[11:08:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: (no, we decided instead to roll it back to the center and have tea 

on it) 

[11:08:10 PM] Lewot: All three rocks are on the same pad, and it's quite sunken in. But still no 

click! Stand on it? 

[11:08:22 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles hops onto one of the rocks. 

[11:08:27 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Click already!" I say, jumping on top of a rock. 

[11:08:34 PM] Cary Concoby: "Stubborn little pad, this." 

[11:08:42 PM] Lewot: Miles and Rammen are on... 

[11:08:49 PM] Jared: Jay stand on it. 

[11:08:56 PM] Lewot: Jay stands on... 

[11:09:01 PM] Lewot: Not quite there! 

[11:09:10 PM] Lewot: But it's really sunken in. 

[11:09:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: (oh COME ON) 

[11:09:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: (XD) 

[11:09:58 PM] Levity: Levan attempts to ground-pound the rock. Legitimately. 

[11:10:17 PM] Lewot: Levan's butt-slam makes the pad click! 

[11:10:26 PM] Lewot: Another doorway opens up from the bottom of the wall! 

[11:10:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: (heeheehee) 

[11:10:49 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Finally! Through the door!" 

[11:10:52 PM] Jared: "Heh, awesome." Jay would peer through the last door. 

[11:11:16 PM] Levity: Levan sighs, looking in. 

[11:11:23 PM] Cary Concoby: "That looked like it hurt, Lev. You okay?" 

[11:11:32 PM] Lewot: The next room is another small one with another stairway. 

[11:11:46 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles readies his bow and stealthily climbs up the stairs. 

[11:11:54 PM] Jared: "I think she's more concerned about the bees than her ground-pound." 

[11:12:16 PM] Levity: "Oh, I'm good!" 

[11:12:22 PM] Levity: "N--never felt better!" 

[11:12:26 PM] Lewot: Miles reaches the next floor, and it appears he's hit a dead end. 

[11:12:27 PM] Lewot: But then 



 

 

[11:12:37 PM] Lewot: another doorway swells up from the wall in front of him 

[11:12:43 PM] Lewot: and four bees roll in! 

[11:12:50 PM] Lewot: These look different than the other Tumblebees. 

[11:12:57 PM | Edited 11:13:08 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles fires an arrow at one of the bees! 

[11:13:03 PM] Jared: Jay follows miles upwards. 

[11:13:08 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 14/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 15/15, VP 11/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 15/15, VP 5/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 8/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 9/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 9/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 9/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 9/9, VP 9/9 

[11:13:20 PM] Cary Concoby: (attempting for a First Strike) 

[11:13:21 PM] Lewot: Er, wait, you weren't supposed to get the stats =P 

[11:13:27 PM] Lewot: Okay, first strike then. 

[11:13:42 PM] Lewot: One of them takes 3 damage from the arrow. 

[11:13:52 PM] Lewot: Player Phase. 

[11:14:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen inspects the Drones with the Bestiary 

[11:14:06 PM] Lewot: Thanks you =P 

[11:14:13 PM] Andrew Cornell: (you're welcome :P) 

[11:14:14 PM] Cary Concoby: lol. 

[11:14:32 PM] Levity: Levan squeaks. 

[11:15:10 PM] Jared: Jay attacks Drone A with his new Steel Sword. 

[11:15:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: "These Tumblebees are a stronger variant known as Tumblebee 

Drones." 

[11:16:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Unlike their smaller brethren, these Drones can only roll on the 

ground - but that makes them rather dangerous!" 

[11:16:56 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They have the power of Rollout, which can hit all of us or be 

combined with another's Rollout into a Newton's Cradle, combining their power!" 

[11:17:32 PM] Lewot: The Newton thing only hits one of you, though. 

[11:17:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They're weak to the elements of Soil and Water, and they are 

resistant to Plant-element attacks, similarly to their small bretren." 

[11:17:44 PM] Cary Concoby: "Figures." Miles nocks four arrows into his bow and uses Rain of 

Arrows. 

[11:17:57 PM] Lewot: Jay's sword deals another 3 damage to the first Drone. 

[11:18:16 PM] Lewot: Miles fires arrows at all four Drones for 3 damage to each... 

[11:18:35 PM] Levity: Levan attacks the second Drone with her lance. 

[11:18:53 PM] Lewot: Iron or Fire? 

[11:19:17 PM] Levity: Uhh... try fire? 

[11:19:26 PM] Lewot: Levan strikes with the Flame Lance! 

[11:19:34 PM] Lewot: For... 2 damage. 



 

 

[11:19:57 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 14/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 15/15, VP 8/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 15/15, VP 5/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 8/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 4/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 9/9 

[11:20:27 PM] Andrew Cornell: (bring on the enemy phase!) 

[11:20:29 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[11:20:45 PM] Lewot: Drone B uses Rollout! 

[11:21:22 PM] Lewot: Drone C uses Rollout as well! 

[11:21:38 PM] Cary Concoby: "Oh Jesus, here comes the Cradle." 

[11:21:42 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 12/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 11/15, VP 8/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 13/15, VP 5/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 6/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 4/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 9/9 

[11:22:09 PM] Lewot: Drone D knocks into Drone B, sending it flying into... Rammen! 

[11:22:13 PM] Lewot: For 3 damage. 

[11:22:26 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 12/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 11/15, VP 8/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 13/15, VP 5/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 3/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 4/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 6/9 

[11:22:35 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[11:22:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: "This isn't good..." 

[11:22:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses a Dried Shroom on himself! 

[11:23:18 PM] Levity: Levan uses her remaining VP to heal Rammen! 

[11:23:31 PM] Lewot: Okay, that's a total HP recovery of 6. 



 

 

[11:23:50 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 12/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 11/15, VP 8/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 13/15, VP 0/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 9/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 4/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 6/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 6/9 

[11:23:54 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles fires an arrow at Drone D. 

[11:24:11 PM] Lewot: 3 damage. 

[11:24:26 PM] Lewot: Jay? 

[11:25:44 PM] Jared: Sorry. Attack Drone B with sword. 

[11:26:06 PM] Lewot: Drone B takes 3 damage. 

[11:26:09 PM] Lewot: Enemey Phase. 

[11:26:36 PM] Lewot: Drone B uses Rollout. 

[11:27:05 PM] Lewot: (It does 1 damage to all but 2 to Miles.) 

[11:27:13 PM] Lewot: Drone C copies Drone B again. 

[11:27:20 PM] Cary Concoby: (Because I have no defense?) 

[11:27:34 PM] Lewot: Yeah. 

[11:27:46 PM] Lewot: Drone D knocks into Drone B, sending him at Miles. 

[11:27:49 PM] Lewot: 4 damage. 

[11:28:01 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 10/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 3/15, VP 8/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 11/15, VP 0/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 7/15, VP 13/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 1/9, VP 3/9 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 3/9 

Drone~ HP 3/9, VP 3/9 

[11:28:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: "That's the Newton's Cradle bit I was referring to earlier 

[11:28:19 PM] Levity: "No, Miles! I don't have any more VP..." 

[11:28:23 PM] Cary Concoby: "Yeah, I figured as much," Miles gasped 

[11:28:38 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles chomps down his Honey Shroom. 

[11:28:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses PK Fire Alpha on the Drones! 

[11:28:57 PM] Lewot: Miles~ HP 8/15, VP 13/15, MP 7/10 

[11:29:12 PM] Lewot: PK Fire does... 1 damage to all 

[11:29:15 PM] Lewot: B dies 

[11:29:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: (figured I'd at least kill one XD) 

[11:29:51 PM] Jared: Jay uses his sword to attack Drone D. 



 

 

[11:29:58 PM] Lewot: The trick about it is that the minimum Brain Power is 1, so it's as if they 

all get 1 Defense Power. But later, psychic attacks can get really strong. 

[11:30:09 PM] Lewot: Jay slices Drone D, killing it. 

[11:30:21 PM] Jared: (Brb) 

[11:30:25 PM] Lewot: One Drone remains with 5 HP. 

[11:30:29 PM] Levity: Levan attacks it 

[11:30:33 PM] Levity: with normal lance 

[11:30:43 PM] Lewot: 1 damage. 

[11:30:51 PM] Lewot: Enemey Phase. 

[11:31:11 PM] Lewot: He uses Rollout. 

[11:31:29 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 9/20, VP 7/15, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 6/15, VP 13/15, MP 7/10 

Levan~ HP 10/15, VP 0/20, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 6/15, VP 10/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 9/9 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 3/9 

Drone~ HP 4/9, VP 0/9 

Drone~ HP 0/9, VP 3/9 

[11:31:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: "What a bothersome enemy!" 

[11:31:41 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen attacks with the whip! 

[11:31:42 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[11:31:48 PM] Lewot: Rammen whips him for 1 damage. 

[11:32:02 PM] Lewot: He's at 3 HP. 

[11:32:13 PM | Edited 11:32:16 PM] Jared: (Back) 

[11:32:16 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles fires an arrow. 

[11:32:27 PM] Lewot: The arrow kills the last Drone. 

[11:32:34 PM] Lewot: You all receive 16 XP. 

[11:32:39 PM] Lewot: You all level up again. 

[11:32:40 PM] Cary Concoby: (I'm trying to get my Weapon Level. haha) 

[11:32:46 PM] Levity: >VP 

[11:32:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Wah ha ha ha!" 

[11:32:56 PM] Cary Concoby: "Whoa, what a rush!" 

[11:32:57 PM] Cary Concoby: >HP 

[11:33:11 PM] Jared: >VP 

[11:33:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: >HP 

[11:33:28 PM] Cary Concoby: (am I the only one that's leveled up MP at all?) 

[11:33:41 PM] Lewot: Nobody else uses magic spells. 

[11:33:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I think so XD) 

[11:33:53 PM] Cary Concoby: (True. and I'm coming up on learning a big one at the next level 

up.) 

[11:34:33 PM] Lewot: Okay, so 

[11:35:02 PM] Lewot: oh, also 



 

 

[11:35:09 PM] Lewot: you receive an Iced Tea from the battle. 

[11:35:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: yayyyyy 

[11:35:19 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles passes the Iced Tea to Levan. 

[11:35:27 PM] Cary Concoby: "I think you'll need this most." 

[11:36:10 PM] Lewot: Now then, once more with the boring room and single doorway. 

[11:36:23 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles leaves the boring room through the single doorway. 

[11:36:31 PM] Levity: "Aaaah!" 

[11:36:39 PM] Levity: "Thank you!" 

[11:36:50 PM] Lewot: Miles enters another small room. This one contains a Heal Block and a 

Save Block, and there's another pad on the ground. 

[11:36:52 PM] Jared: Jay follows Miles. 

[11:37:01 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles punches the hell out of that Heal Block. 

[11:37:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: I follow the others. 

[11:37:03 PM] Jared: And hits the heal block. 

[11:37:14 PM] Lewot: Everybody gets healed, I assume. 

[11:37:19 PM] Lewot: Let me do your stats... 

[11:37:20 PM] Levity: HEAL BLOCk 

[11:37:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I feel so much better!" 

[11:37:34 PM] Levity: "Oh dear, does this mean a boss fight soon?" 

[11:37:38 PM] Cary Concoby: "More than likely." 

[11:37:54 PM] Cary Concoby: (Do you all want to keep going, or call it for the night?) 

[11:38:05 PM] Jared: (I'm fine with continuing.) 

[11:38:24 PM] Lewot: We can continue, but you'll have to let me make sure I have your stats 

right. 

[11:38:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I think we should call it a night, I need to study and stuff) 

[11:38:42 PM] Levity: (Hahaha, I have homework that I haven't done) 

[11:38:49 PM] Levity: (but it's what you guys want) 

[11:38:51 PM] Lewot: I did some homework but I should do more. 

[11:38:56 PM] Cary Concoby: (I say we call it, then, if Arora needs to go.) 

[11:38:57 PM] Levity: (I have enough coffee to last me) 

[11:39:06 PM] Andrew Cornell: (lol, Levvies <3) 

[11:39:09 PM] Cary Concoby: (unless he thinks he can go for the boss fight.) 

[11:39:10 PM | Edited 11:39:20 PM] Jared: (Oh shit homework lol.) 

[11:39:18 PM] Levity: arora <3 

[11:39:22 PM] Levity: I want arora to study 

[11:39:25 PM] Lewot: Actually, yeah, we'd best stop. 

[11:39:28 PM] Levity: since he has a quiz tomorrow 

[11:39:31 PM] Lewot: I need to do Weapon Levels 

[11:39:31 PM] Cary Concoby: Alright. 

[11:39:38 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles punches the Save Block. 

[11:39:39 PM] Levity: fun stuff tonight! 

[11:39:40 PM] Andrew Cornell: lol, Levs knows 

[11:39:45 PM] Andrew Cornell: indeed! 

[11:39:57 PM] Jared: We got quite far. 

[11:39:58 PM] Jared: :3 



 

 

[11:40:04 PM] Lewot: Saving... 

[11:40:14 PM] Lewot: Save Complete. 


